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1. General article

Claudia von Werlhof
“Planetary Consciusness” – What is that? Obituary for Rosalie Bertell
Rosalie Bertell is dead. She passed away peacefully on June 14th of 2012 at the age of 83. After having
suffered from cancer she closed her eyes forever at the convent of the “Grey Nuns of the Sacred
Heart” in Pennsylvania which she had been a part of for most of her life. She had been able to

experience the publication of her book in German half a year earlier. This causes me great happiness,
since I am aware of the relevance of this event for Rosalie. It was very important to her.
I maintained ongoing contact with Rosalie for as long as it was possible to do so. One of our last
topics of discussion was the Fukushima disaster and the events surrounding it, which appeared more
than strange to her as well. According to her calculations the earthquake had not taken place in the
potentially sensitive tectonic rift of the Pacific Ocean, as generally presumed. Rather, she traced its
origins to a region that was neutral in this context. She was very worried about the long term effects
caused by this disaster, after all, this was her area of expertise for which she was awarded the Right
Livelihood Award in 1986 (Bertell 1986). However she had not been able to grasp the tremendous
effects of the Fukushima disaster anymore (cf. www.pbme-online.org, 6th Information-Letter:
Fukushima and We, June 2012).
Another topic that she had been observing very carefully and a question she had been unable to find
an answer to during her lifetime was that of the phenomenon of the melting of parts of the Antarctic
region. She assumed that the reasons could not be the same as those that she had pinpointed
through her research on the rapid melting of the ice in the Arctic region, namely the employment of
electromagnetic ELF waves by the Soviets and the Americans since the mid 70ies, as she describes in
her book.
One thing was certain to her: it is not just CO2 that is responsible for climate warming, as pretended
for the Arctic region. This belief has been promoted by political and economic interests in the United
States and throughout the world since Al Gore’s presidential candidacy– and since then even
alternative and ecological movements believe in it. CO2 accumulates in the earth’s troposphere while
the warming actually takes place in the higher layers of the ionosphere. And this is precisely the layer
that military experiments target utilizing electromagnetic waves to heat it up and creating the
potential for natural disasters, as we have come to know decades ago already (s. attempt by the UN
to prohibit military application of these technologies through the ENMOD convention of 1977).
Maybe, in the case of the Antarctic region, the reason does not lie above – in the artificial warming of
the air, but rather below, namely in the warming or any other changes of the water in the oceans?
This was where our discourse ended; it was the beginning of June.
What would she have thought about all the other disasters that have occurred since? Large
earthquakes throughout the planet, storms like “Sandy” which hit the US east coast just in time for
the presidential election, and volcanic eruptions like the one in New Zealand last November. How
would she have applied her knowledge in order to differentiate between true and fake natural
disasters?
For if there is one thing we have gained clarity on since the writing of her second book “Planet Earth.
The Latest Weapon of War”, it is that today nobody can just assume natural origins behind the
accumulation of enormous natural disasters anymore…
A centerpiece of her last endeavors was the creation of awareness about geo-engineering, which has
emerged out of the dark room of military concealment and been positioned as a supposed civilian
project to counteract climate change. Rosalie was tireless in her efforts to highlight the military
backgrounds, writing to the UN commission of biodiversity at the climate conference in Durban,
South Africa in December 2011. It was another attempt to explain the nature of geo-engineering as a

military project that has nothing to do with a battle of counteracting climate change, which for the
military does not even exist. She explains again how this project has been put to practice a long time
ago already and for totally different reasons. For Rosalie it is urgent to finally include the role of the
military into the analysis of climate change!
It appears that Rosalie´s efforts remained ineffective until today. For Rosalie, however, it was clear
that the official debate over geo-engineering is actually a propagandistic attempt to secure a
favorable public opinion and to ensure civilian academic and economic support for the continued and
hidden military project of turning the earth into a weapon, this way causing climate changes as a side
effect.
In Bertell’s opinion the term geo-engineering stands for a cumulative description of all these
technologies and techniques:
-

Weather wars as described by the US Air-Force („Owning the Weather in 2025“),

-

Plasma weapons or the employment of electromagnetic “ionospheric heating” installations
that are ever expanding and growing worldwide, as well as

-

The methods that are ascribed to typical geo-engineering in the narrow sense such as the
spraying of aerosols – also known as chemtrails by those who oppose these methods – and
albedo methods to deflect sunlight (cf. www.sauberer-himmel.de), as well as “ocean
fertilization” in order to get CO2 down under…

So, how would Rosalie have reacted to the prognosis that was published by the World Bank in
November of 2012, assuming a warming of the climate up to 4 degrees Celsius by the end of the
century and therefore recommending the development and employment of alternative measures in
order to manage CO2 and its effects!?
She would have stated that the World Bank report is in line with the current trend of concealment in
regards to military activities, defines the problem by describing it at the wrong end, and suggests
methods that replace one evil with another!
In order to participate in the memorial for Rosalie Bertell I travelled to Toronto, Canada in late
September of 2012 where the IICPH (International Institute of Concern for Public Health) is located
which was founded by Rosalie Bertell. Around 120 people met in the assembly room of a church near
the center of town to commemorate her. The IICPH president Marion Odell, vice president Anna
Tilman, mother superior Sister Julia Lanigan from Pennsylvania, USA, and friends as well as coworkers from different phases in her life spoke about her; and a movie about her life around the age
of 30 and at the age of 60 was shown.
That was where I realized who she really was:
Rosalie was a “virgin” – innocent – not in the patriarchal, clerical, or gynecological way, but rather in
a very matriarchal way: from beginning to end she was and remained a young and “innocent”,
committed and resilient strong woman whose movement was geared towards the search for
knowledge, wisdom, and truth in the world. She reported of what she found in a very clear way and
terminology, she showed what she learned and what she observed – and she did it soberly and
without compromise, without an agenda, close to reality and speaking in a straightforward and

unfussy way, without considering herself and doing everything from the bottom of her heart! It was
her heart which was the foundation and center from which she expressed her thoughts, made her
decisions, and took action – the only word that comes to mind as a definition is „love“. And it is this
love, a love much greater than the love of one´s self that enabled her to do more than just realize
personal interest, that generated energy beyond what is normally available to a single person, and
enabled her to follow an all-encompassing vision, more complete than what we are usually able to
perceive.
Rosalie was blessed with this love that was literally „planetary“. Possibly this planetary
consciousness is something totally new, something that could lead our way in a manner that is
deeply needed by us today. It shows us how connected she was to our planet earth, perceiving it/her
– new or ancient! – as large, complex, powerful, but just as much as a sensitive and vulnerable
cosmic being. “Mother Earth” was nothing less than motherly, even though not human and in
Rosalie’s mind and in all her love she did not view her as being too great, too abstract, or in any way
un-understandable.
Who is able to think and feel in this way: in an unscientific, un-Christian, and un-anthropocentric or
un-human way?
Rosalie was not necessarily very „mainstream“ in her Christian orientation as a nun when considering
the silence of the church in regard to her discoveries of the mega crimes against creation. Everything
in and about nature was important to her, no matter if small as a cell or vast as the whole planet, as
long as it was “alive” it was considered; she viewed it as a subject and she was able to enter into a
kind of dialogue with it. However, I would not necessarily label her a mystic in the strict sense of the
word, but yes, I would in the broader context. For, she never forgot her scientific orientation, even
though this definition may be different than the contemporary definition applied by the natural
sciences that do not acknowledge the vitality of nature let alone defend it. On the contrary, it is
justifying its actions against nature by defining her as - already - “dead matter”. The result being
precisely what Rosalie and all of us here identify as: not just the „death of nature“, as defined by
Carolyn Merchant, but rather the result of its gradual killing!
This is the only way of thinking and reconciling the nature of Rosalie as a scientist, a catholic nun, a
kind of an „angel on earth“, and an eco-feminist all in one person, contradictory only on the surface.
Rosalie was connected with love as a power, actually with something magical – „magan“ being the
root of “love and be able to” – a power which holds together everything on this earth and maintains
its vitality, a power that most certainly is the only effective anti-power against those who rape the
earth for their own purposes in order to tame her, in order to create an obedient mega-machine, and
who successively make a wreck out of her, as Rosalie tended to say.
And so Rosalie Bertell has shown us the way, made us understand that we cannot hide away fearfully
in the face of these mega-dimensions mirrored in the real problems the planet is facing, but rather,
that we must confront them head on, call things by their real name, and bring charges forward
openly! For all that is right, all life, and the earth herself are on our side. We must speak up in their
names, in the name of their “rights” and “interests”. This is true spirituality so needed in today’s
world. What a courageous, undeterred, loving, and powerful person, one who is literally earth
oriented and planetary, one who has a standard for what needs to be accomplished, and one who
will not give up…

Precisely this attitude that doesn’t toy with the own ego, but rather understands itself as a channel
for the truly essential, is needed today. Rosalie was committed to other things than the self or
anything political. This is what enabled her to endure the painful process of investigating the crimes
that have been done unto the living earth since decades. Therefore, she is a shining example for
those who dispute this topic today. Apparently Rosalie was not paralyzed by the same fear that this
topic seems to cause in those trying to protect themselves by exercising a “head in the sand
approach” when confronted. Rosalie did not hide or seek protection. She was present at multiple
sites and was the witness of terrible events: in Chernobyl, in Bhopal and in over 60 other countries
throughout the world; she exposed herself for years: to toxins, radioactivity, and chemicals. All this in
order to assess the events, investigate their causes, and evaluate their outcomes by presenting
reports to the UN and other institutions and to support the people who had been affected locally and
keep contact with them.
Due to her ability to love, Rosalie felt no fear which could keep her from doing her work, although
she had been threatened and had evaded several attacks on her person. It almost appeared as
though she was immune due to her knowledge and conviction to do the right things, in her case,
something that there was no alternative to and probably something that was the most important
thing to tackle in today’s world.
Planet earth as a weapon of war – what could be more perverted, more absurd, or more
unthinkable!?
The German translation of Rosalie Bertell, a today´s Rachel Carson – who in her book „Silent Spring
warned about chemical poisoning of nature in the 60ies – was distributed in just one year by printing
5.000 copies. However, apart from few exceptions, she was widely ignored by the media. Calling
Rosalie a conspiracy theorist is not new and even less inventive, especially since she clearly
demonstrates on hundreds of pages the existence of a kind of conspiracy practice unknown to us and
kept in the dark, away from the mainstream public. So, maybe, we should consider that the content
of these so called conspiracy theories is actually reality, which would mean that these conspiracy
theories could be considered as being among the most knowledgeable of our times!
People in Europe probably cannot imagine how excited, touched, and happy those attending
Rosalie’s memorial in Toronto were when I, as their guest of honor, explained how Rosalie played
such a key role in the founding of our „Planetary Movement for Mother Earth“ and beyond that, how
we translated her book into German including the many updates! The reason for everything we do
being our perception of the necessity to transport Rosalie’s work overseas, that is what we are
essentially doing – and the journey continues, taking us towards the south in order to reach the Latin
American, indigenous world! It is for a reason that the “Pachamamicos” are increasing there…
There is still plenty of work that remains until a „critical mass“ will be formed, one that has the
potential to tip over the sleepy consciousness of most people, allows for recognizing and perceiving
the situation as one that has transpired beyond the „political“, transcended normality and is void of
any possible trust in „those up there“ and in their new technologies…
So, the turn of the era, as predicted by the esoteric world, has taken place; however, it is not a turn
to the better unless we are able to learn the lesson that Rosalie intended to teach us, the lesson of
„planetary consciousness“, and unless we are ready and willing to take initiative! For, it can’t

possibly be that we sit back passively and watch our conditions for life on earth and possibly the
earth herself being gambled away!
Innsbruck, December 2012
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2. Our Organization
a) Bertell's "Kriegswaffe Planet Erde“ (Planet Earth. The latest weapon of war) is now out of stock.
Except for a few single copies to be asked for at werner.altnickel@yahoo.de, the edition consisting of
5.000 has been sold. It is yet to be determined whether a 2nd edition will be printed. The new
foreword: “Cosmic Consciousness, What is that?” has been completed. The rights for the book can
only be reclaimed after a certain period of time during which the book hasn’t been published.
Instead, a shorter Spanish version with the title: "Planeta Tierra: la última arma de Guerra” is
planned; it omits parts 1 and 3 of the original version and will be published in Mexico within the first
half year of 2013. We are thankful for the donations for our translator! The amount was precisely
what was needed. Now the indigenous “Panchamámicos” will have the opportunity to read this book
and draw their own consequences from it.
Currently, there is no indication of an upcoming second English version of the book. Bertell’s
congregation, as well as her institute in Toronto, are trying to understand how a Canadian publisher
was able to obtain the rights, unknown to them, and has been blocking a new publishing. They are in
the process of figuring out what can be done the find another publisher.
Interest in a French publication has been articulated. We don’t have any further details on this
matter yet.

b) We would like to thank all or donors! Above all, we have been able to manage our Spanish
translation due to your help. We would also like to thank the translator, Diana Jordán! She was
incredibly motivated and engaged in the project!
The number of our members is slowly and steadily growing. There are now approximately 725 of us.
We are currently awaiting our newly designed website! It will be clearer in structure, color and
legibility.
c) Dates :
Toronto, Canada, September 29th 2012: On September 29th 2012 the IICPH (International Institute of
Concern for Public Health) held a memorial service for its founder Rosalie Bertell. I was able to be
part of the 120 people who gathered there and was welcomed as a “guest of honor”. The German
publication of her book was handed over and there was amazement about what we have managed
to do in Europe so far for Rosalie. During my speech I became aware that due to the irregular form of
the publication of “Planet Earth” very many Canadians have not read this book themselves. It was
Rosalie’s earlier book with its critical view on the effects of nuclear industry that was known to them!
Therefore, the astonishment about Rosalie’s further investigations was great. (My speech “Rosalie
Bertell has changed my life” was on www.pbme-online.org). We got along very well and agreed on
continued mutual efforts and collaboration, especially with Anna Tilman, a natural scientist and vice
president of the IICPH, who has become Rosalie Bertell’s successor on the PMME board. We are on
the international mailing list of the IICPH and their newsletters. Sister Julia Lanigan, mother superior
of Bertell’s congregation in the US, is interested in working jointly and particularly in a Spanish and a
second English publication.

Finally, I was able to undertake 4 film interviews with participants of the memorial celebrations
(Anna Tilman, Marin Odell, president of the IICPH, Sr. Julia Lanigan, Mother Superior of "Grey Nuns of
the Sacred Heart", Pennsylvania, and Karen Charman of CNS/New York) together with Veronica
Laddico, a student at the Film Academy of Toronto. These interviews and some scenes from the
festivities should be integrated into a film about Rosalie.
Cuernavaca, Mexico, Mid December 2012: I was present at Ivan Illich’s 10th death anniversary titled
“Ivan Illich’s radical humanism” with a lecture on shadow work and house work. During this occasion
I met Bertell’s Mexican publisher Hermenegildo Olugin from Guadeljara; he was there to present his
latest book: “Re-thinking the world with Ivan Illich”. The jacket of the book advertises Bertell’s book
by the title: "Planeta Tierra: la última arma de guerra", date of publishing 2013. Initially the book will
appear as an e book. After having understood the demand for the book more completely, a print
version will follow. Translations have been completed and sent to the publishing house.
St. Georgen, Carinthia/Austria, January 16th 2013. Lecture about “The Unrecognized Core of the
Crisis“, with books by Rosalie Bertell

Munich, Germany, March 17th 2013: Lecture about “The Unrecognized Core of the Crisis“ with

Bertell hosted by the political party “The Violets” in Munich. 12:00 at Movimento, Neuhauserstr,
15/V.

Brussels, European Parliament, April 8th - 9th 2013: Event as a continuation of the parliamentary
session concerning HAARP in 1999 (prepared with the participation of Rosalie Bertell), now organized
by “Skyguards”. (see Report on www.pbme-online.org)
Conference "Beyond Theories of Weather Modification - civil society versus geoengineering". C. v.
Werlhof was invited to give a lecture in tribute of Rosalie Bertell. See www.pbme-online.org
Berlin, Germany, April 22nd 2013: International Day of Mother Earth, event hosted by MatriaVal –
women.
Haus Ebersberg, Bad Zwesten, Hessen/Germany, August 7th – 11th 2013: Experimental Workshop
“Patriarchy and I – the Unrecognized Core of the Crisis”, in reference to Bertell and the question:
What does patriarchy actually mean and how can we get out of it? A video documentation of the
workshop will be part of a movie currently in production about the Critical Theory of Patriarchy.
d) Advisory board:
Besides Gustavo Esteva, Mexico, Maria Mies, Germany, and Vandana Shiva, India, we have now a
new member: Anna Tilman, Canada - vice president of the IICPH (International Institute of Concern
for Public Health), taking the place of Rosalie Bertell. She is a scientist who has worked on topics such
as environmental contamination through mercury, nuclear contamination, and other forms of
contamination in Canada. She was a dear friend of Rosalie’s whom I met at the memorial service in
Toronto. She was also a part of the interviews for the movie.

e) Publications:

See Our Organization: Bertell’s book
Claudia von Werlhof’s lecture in Toronto “Rosalie has changed my life” can be seen on our website
and on other international websites, e.g. www.globalresearch.ca and will be included in the new
English version. It will also be integrated into the Anthology “Between the Words” edited by Lucia
Birnbaum, Berkley in 2013.

Radiobroadcast “Earth – Weapon of War” on January 13th 2013 by Gesko v. Lüpke, Right Livelihood
Organization and Oekom publishers, Munich, used Rosalie’s book title, however, did not talk about
her, the book, the thesis about the changing of the earth into a weapon and her research; it talked
about other, imminently dangerous technologies. Technologies such as chemtrails and geoengineering were only mentioned as technologies of the future and their use was positioned as a
„well meaning“ solution to fight global climate warming. Decades of military use of these
technologies was not mentioned. The topic of EM technologies, as described by Tesla and used in
facilities such as HAARP and others, was not even touched. However, the segment pleaded in favor

of „planetary ethics“ in order to prevent even worse, as if any ethics could respond to the ongoing
destructuion. Finally, the military is mentioned as a force responsible for the protection of life.
After noticing that the intention was not to inform the public about the findings of Bertell and others,
Claudia von Werlhof withdrew her interview for the program.

Interview with Claudia von Werlhof in “The Other Reality”: “Patriarchal and matriarchal alchemy“,
March/April 2012, Gladbeck, Germany. P. 28-29.

C.v. Werlhof: "Destruction through 'Creation' ", in: CNS (Capitalism-Nature-Socialism), New York, Dez.
2013
Comment: All of Claudia von Werlhof’s publications include Rosalie Bertell since her research
represents the tip of the iceberg with regard to Critical Patriarchal Theory. With this being our point
of reference we are able to recognize the whole; the how, by whom, since when, and why life on
earth and earth herself are marching toward the undermining of herself and her own destruction –
its alchemical “mortification” – if we humans don’t prevent that.
3. Information
a) Climate change and the military/HAARP instead of CO2: The frightening current story of global
weather manipulation by the military.
Video: Antarctica: Huge Antarctic sheets of ice simply cut apart – HAARP..?
http://youtu.be/wo6J4MVDY2U
The link to the report was sent to us by Jeff Philipps from New Zealand: Much of what is caused by
facilities like HAARP correspond with effects described by Al Gore as „global warming“. 2006 was not
only the year in which his book was published; it was in the same year that HAARP was updated to
Gigawatt dimensions. Besides, a widespread dying of bees is observable. This, together with the
melting of the polar cap in the arctic region could be an effect of a use of microwave technology as
described by Rosalie Bertell in her book: Planet Earth. The latest Weapon of War.
Here the current article about the connections between global warming and military climate change
technology revealed by government documents. Beyond that there is talk about the idea to create “a
tropical paradise” in the ice.
The report can be viewed at:
http://chemtrailsnorthnz.wordpress.com/2012/12/02/govt-documents-link-global-warming-toadvanced-military-climate-modification-technology/
Further information:
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/11/30/govt-documents-link-global-warming-to
advanced-military-climate-modification-technology/
b) Geo-engineering - with and without the use of military technology:

Video: Geo-engineering - The greatest threat to life on this planet. The Most Important Topic For
2013
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lgPGdgBTaY&feature=player_embedded
In comparison :
Article of the ETC-Group: "The Artificial Intelligence of Geo-engineering"
http://www.etcgroup.org/sites/www.etcgroup.org/files/AI Geoengineering_Governance_130119.pdf
c) Chemtrails: Time for a complaint
Attorney Dominik Storr:
Disciplinary complaint against the president of the environmental agency in regard to the statement
“Chemtrails – dangerous experiments in the atmosphere or merely fiction?”

On behalf of the environmental agency and as its president Mr. Jochen Flasbarth is responsible for
the content and publication of the statement „ Chemtrails – dangerous experiments in the
atmosphere or merely fiction?” on the internet: http://www.umweltdaten.de/publikationen/fpdfl/3574.pdf (March 2011)
A number of organizations, most parties and representatives, the ministries, the office of the
chancellor and even the offices of the district attorneys all point to the mentioned statement by the
environmental agency when discussing chemtrails. This statement, however, is entirely outdated.
Further, much of its content proves to be incorrect and is highly misleading for the reader in search
of objective information.
This statement by the environmental agency leads the reader to believe that various theoretical
concepts discussing the insertion of different substances into the atmosphere for climate protection
(e.g. aluminum oxide, aluminum, carbon black, iron compounds) were not successful – this includes
the experimental application.
It is verified that this statement is incorrect and misleading to the mentioned circles, since especially
the method of inserting certain substances into the atmosphere in order to create a „sunshade“ has
been successfully utilized, according to experts. At the same time professional circles uniformly
acknowledge this as the only measure that is practically applicable and promising of near term
„success“.
Since the environmental agency sees no need to change the statement I am initiating a disciplinary
complaint on behalf of the action group „Bürgerinitiative Sauberer Himmel“ against the president of
the environmental agency, Mr. Jochen Flasbarth, at the ministry for environment, conservation and
reactor safety.
The supervisory authority
-should instruct the president of the environmental agency to comply and adjust his comments in the
publicized statement „Chemtrails – dangerous experiments with the atmosphere or merely fiction?“
in order to reflect current scientific findings. In this context the reader must especially be informed
about the intent to implement the introduction of artificial particles, such as metal oxides, into the
stratosphere through the spraying by airplanes, as scientist suggest. The reader must also be
informed that this method has become widely accepted in scientific circles.

- instruct the DLR to release the appropriate measurements that apparently prove the non existence of chemtrails and provide them to the environmental agency.
- instruct the environmental agency to investigate whether these chemical clouds are currently
being fabricated over Germany.
- and these investigations need to be made accessible for the public.
Attorney
Dominik Storr
Email: info@buergeranwalt.com
Appearance on the internet: www.buergeranwalt.com
General information on the topic: www.Sauberer-Himmel.de
- Information on chemtrails, Haarp, geoengineering, betting on the weather
Sweden, "The Watchers", October 7th 2012:
Pernilla Hagberg, party leader of the Green party in Sweden believes that the cloudy trails in the skies
are not contrails. As the first influential politician in the country, she gave an interview to the
newspaper Katrineholms Kuriren in which she talked about toxic concoctions, viruses, and metals
such as aluminum and barium of which chemtrails exist. According to Hagberg these are the outcome
of cooperative work by the CIA and the NSA in the US with the government of Sweden in order to
change the conditions in the atmosphere. The UN and various groups associated with the Bill &
Melinda Gates foundation have admitted the sprayings. This activity is justified through the
explanation of the need to influence effects on so called global warming. Also see the article:
"Atmospheric Geoengineering: Weather Manipulation, Contrails and Chemtrails"
athttp://www.globalresearch.ca/atmospheric-geoengineering-weather-manipulation-contrails-andchemtrails/20369T
The Greens in Cyprus: criticizing Chemtrails:
sent by Wayne Hall, Greece Text of chemtrails Interview with George Perdikis of Cyprus Greens
http://www.enouranois.gr/english/perdikis_eng.htm
....and The European Greens: Trying to persuade the European Greens
http://www.enouranois.gr/english/sygrafeisenglish/wayne/persuading_euro_greens.htm
d) Jeff Philipps "Special": An activist and analyst from New Zealand who engages in the protection of
Whales and Dolphins and in countering activities that have a deadly impact on marine and ocean life.
He analyses “Technetronic” warfare and the “weaponization” of all areas of life, including the
creation of artificial earthquakes and other disasters in New Zealand:
Oil company, HAARP, and New Zealand earthquake in Christchurch:
This article tells the story of what is unfolding in New Zealand now as both a micro-cosmos of
global 'new world order' transformation and the worst-case scenario for whales and dolphins. I
share once again updated information on Anadarko Petroleum and detail their centrality and
complicity with the Key administration in engineering the Christchurch quake which has served the
same purpose as America's 9/11 in creating a techno-fascist neo-dictatorship. Here again I provide

solid evidence that the Christchurch quake was not a natural disaster and describe Anadarko's direct
involvement with HAARP, relate the real story of petroleum, as illuminate the increasingly blurred
distinction between military and industrial technologies which are mass-murdering cetaceans around
the planet. In particular I emphasize the importance of tomorrow's meeting in Kaikoura hosted by
Minister of Energy Simon Bridges and Anadarko General Manager John Gordon in which they will
'unveil' their master plan for off-shore drilling in the heart of New Zealand's highest concentration of
cetaceans.
http://tutunui-wananga.blogspot.com.au/2013/02/cetaceans-sacrificed-to-anadarko-big_7.htm

Killing the oceans:
Many thousands of whales and dolphins threatened.
http://www.tutunui-wananga.blogspot.co.nz/2013/02/cetaceans-sacrificed-to-anadarko-big_7.html
NOTE: THIS SHOW IS PARTICULARLY URGENT BECAUSE THE NZ GOVERNMENT IS PREPARING TO
ISSUE THEIR 'PROPOSAL' DETERMINING THE FATE OF THE MAUI'S DOLPHINS...

Read the article here: www.tutunui-wananga.blogspot.co.nz/2013/02..._7.html
Whales/Dolphins: WE ARE NOT ALONE...YET: HOW WE ARE WAGING WAR ON A TRUE 'EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE'
http://tutunui-wananga.blogspot.com.au/2012/08/we-are-not-aloneyet-how-we-are-waging.html
'AIHE TOHORA PAIKEA WANANGA' (The Knowledge and Wisdom of Whales and Dolphins)
StrandedNoMore is a network of concerned marine biologists working to create awareness of the
real global threats to cetaceans. WhaleandDolphinWatch is dedicated to creating awareness about
the threats to cetaceans from naval sonar. Agriculture Defense Coalition creates awareness about
threats from military-industrial activity as well as geo-engineering operations.
"Marine mammals happened to live in the environment where vision is not very useful and the sound
is all they have and rely on to live. Sound is their life. As the scientists learned from them about how
the sound is used, utilized, eventually this knowledge was turned against marine mammals. They are
now truly hostages to human greed, violence, consumption, all nastiness that we have.
The Navy exercises cannot be done silently. So, marine mammals are sacrificed, for national security,
or for convenience, because they are clearly not people and worth nothing.
It is also easier to focus on Japanese, after all press did such a 'good' job with providing the public
with some absolutely scientifically incorrect information, that now everybody believes that
strandings are 'natural' events and some even advocate to not interfere, and let the Nature do its
work. So what do we do? What can we do? We can call them all on this BS. Just call it out as it is, stop
beating around the bush. We at least can document all these cases and tell about these poor
creatures dying on our shores to anyone who is willing to listen. Maybe we cannot stop the Navy, but
we have a moral obligation to call it out and not to let Navy funded goons fool the public into
thinking that strandings are 'natural' and 'there is no proven link'. ...Don't let these atrocities go
down in history as 'natural' events."

http://strandednomore.wordpress.com/2012/06/26/seismic-surveying-and-marine-mammals-orhow-big-oil-takes-advantage-of-lack-of-data-secrecy-and-ignorance/
http://strandednomore.wordpress.com/2012/02/14/it-is-not-going-to-stop-until-there-is-no-oneleft-to-strand/
We have been observing strandings happening all over the world very close in space and time to
seismic surveys and sadly detailed and independent investigation of these cases is non-existent.
Technetronic/"Weaponization"
http://soundcloud.com/user830533695/interview-with-roony
'On the Brink with Jeff Wefferson' will explore some of the most urgent and relevant issues and
topics concerning being here now as living human beings on Mothership Earth. Dominant themes will
be the conflict between the beauty and power of nature and the out of balance destructive nature of
human military-industrial civilization; the related conflict between 'civilized' and 'indigenous' modes
of being here now; the nature and dynamics of our own internal psychological processes, as well as
the psychology of mass-communication and its weaponization. Other major topics will include the
reality of the whales and dolphins, who they are and how they are under attack from us; the 'new
generation' of microwave-based technetronic weapons; the psychology and dynamics of linguistic
and non-linguistic communication, and most importantly, the 'ultimate technology', which is our
birthright as living bio-cybernetic beings. We ARE on the brink...of the unknown...we are each
responsible for the world we are creating.'
Countering EMF, dangers of electromagnetic smog:
Thanks to Alex Swinkels of the International EMF Alliance for asking me to distribute this message
and petition on behalf of microwave awareness and getting rid of wi-fi in schools and other
environments.
At the top are a few links with highly relevant information.
http://rachels-carson-of-today.blogspot.com.au/2012/08/russian-scientists-activate-on-global.html
Secret military operation:
This is what Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy; the Haiti, Christchurch and Fukushima earth-quakes;
chem-trails, methane releases, sink-holes, the BP-Macondo-Gulf disaster, and 'global warming' ALL
have in common.
http://geo-terrorism.blogspot.com.au/2012/12/advanced-covert-military-operations.html
So called global warming and what that’s about:

EXCELLENT COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON MILITARY OPERATIONS THAT ARE CREATING 'GLOBAL
WARMING'...and it's not really warming 'globally'...just in some places!
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/11/30/govt-documents-link-global-warming-to-advancedmilitary-climate-modification-technology/#

Does the earth have a temperature?
Finally some serious scientific work on what I've been saying for years, that the whole concept of a
planet having 'a temperature' average or otherwise is statistically and scientifically meaningless.
DOES THE EARTH HAVE A TEMPERATURE?
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/03/070315101129.htm
Does a global temperature exist?
http://www.uoguelph.ca/~rmckitri/research/globaltemp/GlobTemp.JNET.pdf
e) Fracking:
A method used to extract natural gas from the depths of the earth while breaking open rock and
contaminating groundwater: This method will soon be permissible in Germany (Environmental
Minister Altmaier, Febr. 2013) after having created great environmental damage in the US through
the production of 1/3 of the supply by utilizing this method.
FRACKING
Hydraulic fracturing, or 'fracking', is a not a recent innovation in hydro-carbon extraction, but
is one of the most invasive and destructive methods in use. Hydro-carbons have
'traditionally' been extracted through mining and well-drilling, where holes are dug or drilled
into subterranean deposits. "Fracking" injects highly-pressurized water containing dozens of
extremely dangerous chemicals, most of which are carcinogenic endocrine-disruptors, into
mineral deposits, which fractures the substrate, allowing more of the gaseous hydro-carbons
to escape. Some of the many grave dangers are seismic destabilization, the mobilization of
rock-bound uranium and radon, and the poisoning of not only the 'fracked' regions but of
entire water-tables and aquifers. In many ways 'fracking' is even more insidious than stripmining. "Fracking" is practiced pretty much anywhere hydro-carbons exist to be extracted. I
wouldn't be surprised to learn that deep-sea basins are "fracked." Ultimately, it's just
another weapon in the war on the Earth, a war that began when our ancestors began to "dig
precious things from the land" in violation of the spiritual law of most indigenous
cosmologies that have ever existed. The Hopi of Arizona and the Kogi of the Sierra Nevada in
Colombia have advanced extensive warnings along these lines.
Civilization itself has been founded on engineering of the natural world; the earliest forms of
engineering, of necessity, were efforts to chop down forests, quarry stone and mine minerals
for construction and fabrication. With every new resource extracted, with every new and
more invasive technological method used, our negative karma has accrued ever more
extensively. In the middle ages, indigenous peoples were slaughtered for their gold; today it's
for their oil, uranium, and other 'precious metals.'..
http://dangersoffracking.com/
Dr. Theo Colborn (Autor und researcher of environmental contamination)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCb_bAuL68w
http://dearsusquehanna.blogspot.co.nz/2012/04/natural-gas-rest-of-story-dr-theo.html

See: www.Alpenparlament.tv: The topic of "Fracking"
f) Critical study about the „dictatorship“ of the so called „skeptics“ and the GWUP-

association with the „golden board“, intended to be awarded to Claudia von Werlhof, and
the science.blog.de which was contacted by the Institute of Political Science in an to slander
her in 2010:
http://www.psychophysik.com/de/glaubenssysteme/skeptiker/896-das-skeptiker-syndromzur-mentalitat-der-gwup
g) Hurricane "Sandy" in New York,
during the US presidential campaign, has supposedly been massively influenced.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4P7Kr17RX8
This video poses the following questions: If there hadn’t been a downright bombardment
with chemtrails and flights to spray these chemicals, would the hurricane have simply
coIlapsed?
Via "sonic undulation" the hurricane could have been shifted further north by the world’s
largest radio telescope in ARECIBO, Puerto Rico. In order for the storm to then swerve to the
west, the west winds (yes, the rotation of the earth causes the wind to blow from the west)
could have been re-directed starting in Tennessee.
h) on: HAARP: A new facility in Sicily, MUOS, and the fight against it/study on artificial
plasma clouds/Holger Strohm’s book
- This is from the US peace group in Rome that protested against the HAARP type
construction in Sicily. Navy of the huge MUSOS radar antennas in Sicily -- dubbed "the
invisible death" by the local residents?
The Senate committee on "public health and military bases" got the Italian military police
("Carabinieri") to intervene and impound the site where the antennas are being built, halting
the construction.
http://www.ansa.it/web/notizie/regioni/sicilia/2012/10/06/Sequestrata-stazione-radiomilitare-Usa_7586443.html
The issue of environmental safety has become hot in Italy with the ILVA plant scandal in
Taranto.
(Sent by Genevieve Vaughan, 7.10.2012)
- Ionospheric reseach regarding HAARP, Alaska:
The production of dense artificial ionicspheric plasma clouds has been confirmed:
http://www.nrl.navy.mil/media/news-releases/2013/nrl-scientists-produce-densest-artificialionospheric-plasma-clouds-using-haarp
They are needed in order to guide electromagnetic waves and re-direct these towards a
selected region on the planet.
- Werner Altnickel in response to Holger Strohm, 14.10.2012
Former Greenpeace worker and activist Werner Altnickel attempts to connect the anti
nuclear movement, as represented by Holger Strohm in his new film („Peacefully into the
disaster“), and the movement against HAARP and similar technologies by spreading Bertell’s
book „Planet Earth. The Latest Weapon of War”. His analysis of the ultimate MCA in

Chernobyl is a part of his work since he believes that this disaster was caused through EM
weapons as well. Strohm has begun to spread Bertell. However, the Greens, Greenpeace, and
the office for Anti-Nuclear-Action „Ausgestrahlt“ do not advertise his movie since he
mentions “conspiracy theory techniques” (s. www.chemtrail.de, „weather weapons“ online).
i) 2nd Fukushima anniversary, March 11th 2013
Current news March 19th, 2013: "High alert"! Power failure in the cooling systems of the
destroyed nuclear plant, 3 of 7 spent fuel pools were affected by the power outage. The
cause is unknown to date, possibly a defective distributor in the contaminated and therefore
inaccessible area is to blame. TEPCO states that 4 days without cooling are feasible. Further
chain reactions, explosions, and a destruction of this part of the facility become probable
after that…
Update, March 21st, 2013: The culprit has been found: It was apparently a rat that had
caused a short circuit leading to the failing of the cooling system within the nuclear ruins of
Fukushima. According to TEPCO the system has been restored. It is still unclear, however,
whether the system has resumed cooling and if it will be possible to decrease the
temperature within the pools. It also remains unclear for how long this method needs to be
applied: years, decades, more?
Two years into the disaster of Fukushima the destroyed reactor has not been brought under
control. A provisionary cooling system has been installed. The storage of contaminated water
is impossible. Therefore, this water could/will be and has been drained into the Pacific Ocean
which already measures contamination that can be traced to the American west coast that
has also been witness to the stranding of Japanese debris making its way across the ocean.
Apparently a new social movement has formed there.

Radioactive junk that has piled up from „cleaning“ and decontamination in Japan has still not
been stored systematically. Contaminated soil is draped in blue plastic bags in front of homes
or piled up in valleys.

Nothing remains of the government’s promise to reduce nuclear energy. On the contrary, a
new nuclear plant was approved in March 2013. The new government continues to be
nuclear energy “friendly”. Even the ongoing protests, among the protesters thousands of
mothers, have not changed anything.
There has been no compensation for the victims. Their actual numbers will only show earliest
5 years after the disaster.
300.000 individuals, that is ¾ of those who had fled, still live in transitional housing.
The government alleges that contamination has sunk by 40%. However, it is only possible to
remain on the premises of the destroyed reactor for a maximum of 10 minutes without
risking damage.
There is a growing shortage of workers at the site and their protection and wages are
deemed insufficient. An estimated 3000 people have been put to work. Special busses

shuttle them from their accommodations, an hour away, to the work site. They work for 8
hours every day!
They are “heroes with no name or face”.
In total the demolition of Fukushima could take 40 years (!). Who is supposed to accomplish
that? At this time already, fewer and fewer people are willing to work there. Many protest
against their deployment through temporary employment agencies. The new idea is to
recruit foreign workers (Greenhouse Infopool greenhouse@jpberlin.de, 14.3.13).

Mr. Kobayashi from Tokyo writes to us that he helps local action groups to organize for the
protests of the 2nd Fukushima anniversary. His commitment is especially in support of the
contaminated children. Since the disaster he has come to realize the lack of true democracy
in Japan. Yes, the demonstrating population is being increasingly pressured.
All the citizens of the world should try to “save our valuable world” from the interests
pursued by certain money and power hungry circles. The deployment of irresponsible
techniques only serves these people.
Mr. Kobayashi gives lectures throughout Europe since 2011 and has published a book in
German with Shaker Media: „Globalization and our life“– with comments in the epilogue
pertaining to the earthquake, the tsunami and the ultimate MCA in Fukushima 2011.
Kazuhiko Kobayashi, email: kleinerhain@gmail.com
GLOBAL NUCLEAR SCENARIO (Jeff Philipps, NZ)
Fukushima
1) is ASTRONOMICALLY worse than anyone can imagine, and 2) NO ONE really knows the
whole story with respect to exactly what quantities and lethalities exist of the almost 2000
synthetic radio-nuclides currently poisoning the biosphere and causing 'genomic instability' in
all kingdoms of life.
http://globalradiologicalcatastrophe.wordpress.com/2013/01/18/free-lance-intelligenceupdate-january-2013-on-the-brink-global-nuclear-scenario/
Radioactivity from Fukushima has long since reached every corner of the world through the
air, the water, and through the food chain in general. Help from “up there” or from the
authorities in general is not expected. On the contrary, Japan is actually raising the maximum
permitted levels of radioactivity by a factor of 20. Individuals now need to learn how to
protect themselves from contamination.
http://enenews.com/japanese-md-radiation-contamination-spreading-all-world
4. The final word: The Hopi prophecy – interpreted by Jeff Phillips
As I see it, looking at the Hopi prophecies is not a quaint look back at the mythology of yet another
essentially disenfranchised native American tribe, but an exploration of the deeply spiritual worldview of a totally unique indigenous people whose prophecies, dating back many many thousands of

years, describe perfectly what is happening in the world of today, and whose language has individual
words describing highly sophisticated concepts relating to the perception of time, culture, and
reality. 'Koyaanisqatsi', for example, means 'life out of balance', 'crazy life', or 'a way of living that
calls for another way of living.' 'Powaqatsi' means 'a sorceror or way of life that derives its energy
from other life-forms.' And 'naqoyqatsi' means 'time of war.' As far as I am aware, neither English
nor any other Indo-European languages have words of such visionary sophistication.

To me, the central prophecy that is most highly relevant to the world of today is 'If we dig precious
things from the land we will invite disaster.' This pretty much sums up the root of many of our most
serious ecological and spiritual maladies. If you look, for example, at the genocide, ecocide, war and
strife that are the hand-maidens and consequences of our relentlessly digging out gold, coal, and
petroleum, it's clear that our blatant violation of this warning has indeed brought disaster down
upon us. The most dangerous 'precious thing' we have dug from the land, however, is uranium; our
mobilization, concentration and experimentation on this sacred part of the living body of Mother
Earth has given birth to the entire global nuclear scenario...a destructive nightmare adversely
affecting every life form on this planet and whose long-terms consequences we have only begun to
experience. Mining and hydro-carbon extraction is exploding all around the world. The negative
spiritual karma accruing for humanity is unimaginable, and it is a burden to be born by each and
every one of us, not some imaginary 'them' out there.
As I see it, our generalized acceptance of and complacency towards this literal war on Mother Earth
may well result in the exclusion of homo sapiens from the 'new creation' which is to occur after the
'day of purification' has cleansed the Earth from all that is out of balance and harmony with life and
the true path of the Great Spirit.
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